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Side by side with the tournament of the hustings proceeded an 1902-1905
extraordinary conflict in the House of Commons. The Prime ge
Minister's aim was simple and hardly disguised. It was to hold
together a party purged of its intransigent Cobdenites by a policy
of suspense and non-committal: prepared, if Chamberlain's hot-
gospelling fell flat, to disown him ; free, nevertheless, if it " caught
on " to embrace the Birmingham creed in its entirety and appro-
priate its political fruits to followers whose opposition would, he
judged, be disarmed by its success. The adoption of such an
aim, and the tactics necessary to achieve it, both presented a
broad target for attack. Politicians are not in office to nurse
unsettled convictions, and the head of a Government at any
rate may fairly be required, when confronted with an imperial
question of supreme importance, and as it was represented, of
supreme urgency, to form a settled conviction and to act on
it with decision. The office of a leader is to lead, and to
many of his own followers a policy of marking time, and waiting
to see which way the ce cat would jump " seemed an abdication
of that office. The maintenance of such an attitude moreover
compelled the Prime Minister to profess sympathy with the fiscal
views of Mr. Chamberlain on the one hand and of Free Traders like
Lord Hugh Cecil on the other, and to represent as a mere difference
of emphasis the gulf which yawned between them. But whatever
view was entertained about the expediency of Mr. Balfour's tactics,
the dexterity with which he trod his chosen tight rope was beyond
dispute and beyond admiration. Missile after missile flung at him
as he walked his perilous path was gracefully dodged. Resolution
after deadly resolution strove to drive a wedge between the glaringly
dissident groups of his combination, yet by some miracle of evasion
he managed to turn its edge. His pursuers always seemed to lack
the last turn of speed needed to corner him. Indignity he suffered
and humiliation, but never parliamentary shipwreck, though on
more than one occasion he escaped this by inches. Nor were formal
desertions numerous. A few Free Trade Unionist back benchers like
Mr. Winston Churchill crossed the floor of the House. The bulk of
them, more enamoured, when it came to th$ point, of their party
than of free imports, built from straws a bridge between their present
convictions and their political allegiance. Electoral ** arrange-
ments " were mooted between them and the Opposition, but in the
end came to nothing.
And so the game, whose end had been confidently predicted as a
matter of months, went on for two and a half years.   In October

